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"The DOE believes it can build a dump at Yucca
Mountain," Governor Bob Miller said.

"All it needs is no state

or local involvement, no regulatory oversight, no congressional
review, no litigation to ensure the job is actually done right,
and no public participation.
"This is exactly the way the DOE has been doing
business for the last 40 years, and it's a formula for disaster.
Just look at its record of contamination at more than 90 percent
of the 127 defense facilities across the nation, which will cost
taxpayers an estimated $100 billion to fix."
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Miller's remarks came on the heels of the State of
Nevada blistering the Department of Energy for "political
pressure and unethical tactics" in its plan to restructure the
high-level nuclear waste dump project at Yucca Mountain.
Faced with mounting scientific, technical and legal
obstacles, fierce opposition by Nevada and deadlines which
Secretary of Energy James Watkins termed "mythical," the DOE was
forced in November 1989 to restructure the dump project and push
back its proposed opening by another seven years, to 2010.
In releasing comments on the restructuring sent to the
DOE, Nevada Nuclear Waste Project Office executive director Bob
Loux said the essence of the restructured plan is "a hidden
agenda to subvert the safety regulations of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and Environmental Protection Agency."
Under the federal Nuclear Waste Policy Act, the NRC
must license any repository.

Yet Loux asserted the DOE is

attempting to persuade the NRC and the EPA to change its
licensing rules to fit the inadequacies of Yucca Mountain, thus
compromising public health and safety and the environment.
Loux pointed to a Dec. 20, 1989, presentation to the
NRC by DOE special assistant Leo Duffy, who told the
Commissioners that "in some areas it may be advisable" to make
the rules fit the site.
nIt's as if the company charged with fixing the San
Francisco Bay Bridge after the earthquake rebuilt it below legal
standards, then petitioned the state to lower the safety
2

K.-j
standards so the bridge would comply with the law," said Loux.
He said Duffy's presentation "confirms what Nevada has
long believed:

that Yucca Mountain is not suitable or safe and

cannot meet the existing NRC licensing regulations.
"The DOE wants to tailor, through modification, the NRC
licensing regulations to the Yucca Mountain site and, in the
process, attempt to compromise the independence of the NRC."
Loux said Duffy "compounded this attempted invasion of
regulatory objectivity and integrity" by proposing "what amounts
to a sweetheart deal by collaborating on revised regulations."
Duffy suggested a "collaborative interaction" among
NRC, DOE, other federal agencies and boards, the State of Nevada,
and the nuclear industry in "joint development of regulatory
criteria."
"This is a continuation of DOE's use of political
pressure and other unethical tactics to achieve its predetermined
notion of Yucca Mountain's suitability and should not be
tolerated," said Loux.
Other charges leveled by Loux in the comments:
--

The DOE is attempting to circumvent the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act, congressional scrutiny and public comment by
issuing only a partial program mission plan for its Yucca
Mountain work.
"Given Secretary's Watkins' conclusion that 'the
program cannot be effectively executed in its present form,'
there needs to a completely new mission plan," said Loux.
3

He said the DOE also should revise its site
characterization plan and submit it for public and NRC review, as
required by the Act and NRC regulations.
--

The DOE has not allowed enough time to adequately

collect data and analyze it before proceeding with an exploratory
shaft facility.
--

The proposed schedule for transportation planning

and implementation is inadequate.
--

State and local government oversight is nowhere to

be found in the restructuring plan.

"Instead, it appears to have

been deliberately ignored," Loux said.
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purp ose of-this Oresent on is to brief-the'Nuclear
r.-egulatoky Commission on the present. statu, of the Civilian
-, .Radio6tiveWaste 'Management Progiamj'-l'ncludizig recent.
rIaccomp1-ishmedfts , new'.,iftiativps6;'and specific recommendations to
enhance'our $nteraotions.
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disbussed laeir`-n tzio detol, the Department
believes that some 'liroress.has been ma4de' inthe program-over the
past year. However, we do continue to be impeded by the State of
Nevada's refusal to process our permit applications so6Ve can get
*. .eon
with the
eob
o chearacteriPingcthe.tYucca.sMountaind ite, as
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untainsiteas

thessjogress
-bein ade.B-eforedicussingpeciic
program accomplishients, we would-first like~to address the'new
initiative recently undertaken by the Secretary of Energy with
*respect to the refocusing of this program.- *7
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T-e ti'4SYbecretarf~of'Enetgy has ecedntly completed an extensive
evieW
iof he- Civiian R
astq,,Mihigement-,Vrogram and
; U
ha-'.cnciuded
that theprogram 'bannotSieeffectively executed in
.its present form. The Secretary ecognizes-that-thprogrm is
technically and institutionally uiprecedented.: Consequently, the
Secretary is.committed to ensuring that a thorough And iterative
scientific- ifrwestigation- be the focal,point of the',
program to'
ensure that the results
're^
technicilly soundi
and- 'uncoupled from
-~.a 'chtdulwng''proce~ss,,that-constrains, the time requtred for
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Formalizing the schedule. -,,-,<l--,- I,
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Restructuring,of
the.Office) ofCivilian
Radioactive
t,4-,-^^*a itenagement.*4.y+
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;-o ^-Initiatives t6gain access to the Yucca Mountain site
to continue the scientific investigations needed to

$I

evaluate the site's suitability for'a repository.
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An initiative for establishing integrated monitored
retrievable storage (MRS) with a target for spent fuel
acceptance in 1998.
-

o

Accountability gor performance.

The prifiiipil elezents of this plan are outlined in a report
that the Department recently submitted to the Congress. A draft
schedule of the revised prograv
was also submitted with the
report for comment. Copies of the report and draft schedules
were- also provided to the Nuclear Regulatozy Commispion, to the
State of Nevada, and various other stakeholders -in .the program.
The essence of this program was announced a few ieecs-ago by
.Deputy
Secretiry Henson Moore at the AISN/NE? meeting: in-.San-Francisco on November 28, 1989. Thimiplementation of the plan
will be described in a revised Mission Plan, which the Department
plans to issue in draft form by June 1990. The following
sections describe the plan in moredetail'
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The Departmrent hi' taken a number of steps toLestablish an
itproved 'managementstructure and 'proceures oqthaOf
f iCe- of

Civilian gadioaftiv' Waste Management (OCRWM).
1.1.1

NEW OCRWM DIREcTOR

The OCRWN has been headed by acting directors for the past
two years. The Secretary has chosen a candidate for'-the OCRWH
It
d:iI Director and has submitted his nomination,to the, White House.
.i's expected that the nonmination will be submitted to the Senate
for; confirmation hidern the Congress reconvenes in.January 1990.
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The Departm.en has recently established'direct-4ine- reporting from the Yucci-'Mouhtain Project Offic. to OCRWM.Previously, the'Project Office manager received, policy guidance
and tfchhical direction from Headquarters but- reported
administratively to his Operations Office Manager, who reports to
the Under Secreaq
Direct reporting will bring together
authority,. respibili,
and accountablityd filitate
coordinatiOn-'&nd'communication.
ii
a
f it
1.1.3

OUALITY ASS JRANCEPOR'4

; A quality assurance program that meets the 'requirements of
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has been established. Much
effort this year has been devoted to thlpreparation and issuance
2

of quality assurance procedures,,, the training *f. DOE and,
contrictor stafff~aha qualificationi audits performed.to:determine
r,' tXfability~ to 41lement-.the procedures. In this- effort,$the
DEpartmerit'h iibeen~working' closely with.the-NRC staff, including
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ettngr'As

result,

orethan-i#00D3persons

.workin@- f~r~e ight;
ajor progr a.partic ipants. have -received the
- required -training nd are now work ng.ndegrNRC-accepted -program
<-^plans.
Wheifithe lriemai ning qua),iafication -audits-of Los- Alamos.yI~ationat' tiboratortie ;(LANL)
ca.y-MountaAn Project:Orficee
.
a-'£(YMPO),' &iid bffi6eotf CiviliLn ladioactive-wVate.Manaaemen- are
completed by August 1990, a quality.assurance program that ha8 =
been fully qualified and accepted by theyERCwill bein.place.
Additional details regarding program accomplishments in the
quality assurance area willbe..discussed Iater.in-.this'

b, 'at-r-th
iussed

presentation (Section 2),
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Tedhnical,
- :nd'
nes Are
aheduli
being
:established to"
dfii40
. theriteria
and objectives against -ihi'c
rf.program pertormancend progresse.can be measuredj-,thus:.
faciiAtatitig -effectiveprogram control. The tehnicaI baseline,
- -hich.is~6urrintly
under revision, includes the functibnal.:bndtechnical requirements at the program level. These requirements
are being put into final form for issuance. ver.-the next-several
months. This will eventually lead to the development of
specifications apd designs.for.,!ystem elements. and subsystems,
ievaluations oi the0pecifications and.designs against.them.;*rq i rem-ent;,tand thie tefinement ofttheirequirements .
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-prograz review has includ

a

detailed bieevaiuatt3n -on pe
;
overal, program achedulo-.-that i.,
ository,
'6
the.NES..acility 1 and the2.
transportatison
errogra. nThis
est
examnait6fiC6f theS4i±dftion portulated Cor-.eachospecific activity
hti7t wi-th 'e41iaLs
a~
on-ctiVical-path,
Lnear-crittal.,path,
i.and other

Xr.-the achedule for thb:

majori~ctiflitLW,, >he rresults-. of :th.h.repvailation: are' !--o
*summariled 'in iguie -1n addition to -this:summary figure, the
report to Congress included two attachments showing more detailed
schedules. One is 4schedule Bhowing-significant..zilestones
through the subiittiil 'at the 'license application for the
replository, and the QtherJis the near-termt4ecision pltn, which
't'~extends throg
990QP'
Depistment -,e
has Asked for coiment :bn
these'scbeds;i
a~r~d
be ai1$cularly Anterested in -the,
cozmdiissiP Is ome t. t is represents the.first formalI
miodif il.ioa t n ot'1
prografmchedule baseline since-zid;1987.
*
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.the prvogr~am has led.-to the ;
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development-of-a morerealistic schedule that is based on past
experience and. on the detailed information developed for the Site
Characterization Plan. !This detailed information led to a more
complete understanding of the activities to be- conducted during
site characterization and how long they are likeiy to take
As a
result, the date for submitting the reposito ylicnse
-i:ta
application to theNEC-Ris now October.2001, ~nea'ay seven years
later than the previbuily scheduled submittai date of January-r.
1995, -and the start of repository operationsrissrevised from the
`year 2003 to 2010.o
;
1.1.5.1.1

Assumptions

The milestones in'the schedule have been defined-as,
rigorously as possible, but it must be recognized that certain
activities are beyond our control.
In -the case- of these.
i
milestones, certain assumptions were ma&e. ''One'such'assumption
was the date for obtainingthe permits necessary for new...

scientific investigations -to begin.-- ,It was, assume that thesse
.surtace-disturbing new -scientifc investigations woul; begin in
January !1991i.

successful ii
to the site.

This 'date ass'umes that the Department- will be-

the options it has decided'to putsue to gain access
..
,

1.1.5.1.2- New focus

i'..''

.

-.

-A cornerstone of the repositoiyschedule is'a new focus on
the early evaluation of the s'iatability~of the'Yuccaii-Mountain
site. Instead of beginning site characterization with a total
system approach directed at evaluating the-performance tof_,.,:,
engineered barrierst as well as the site and based* to- a large
extent on underground testing, this evaluation will. focus-- first
-oW certain -particulAr' features of thq 8ite thato'ca n b
-ivestigated through surfacembised testing.. Therevised schedule
also0 recognizes -that:the duration of the' sdientifid
.i
,investigations, especially the later inVistigatfo' conducted in
.- the exploratory shafts and- th 'finderground testing -facility, will
be.. considerably longer
epreviousey
thau. cxpectsed,
ezt
46y.
resulting in the revised license application subitta1 date of
2001, assuming the site is suitable.
-.

1.1.5.1.3 Initiatives for improing the sihedule..,

.-

The Depaftment remains cit
t
to
eeing' ways to iprove
Kthe schedule whilip $atisfying all t hnical and regulato~ry_ J
requirements. With'this
inind,.thi
th4_ctive
Depa'
ent,has
initiated 6 study of alt
native strategied forx.compXying with
the" NRC requirement- in 10 CPR'.Pat 0. 'Each alternatiirve''

licensing strategy will consist of an approach to determining
site suitability, a general pl'an'for meeting the' liensing t
requirements, and priorities for testing to.support- the site
suitability determination. 'It is too'early to discuss these
4

strategies in any detail, but the Department intends to work
closely with the NRC and ot iers in their developmenti
,
During the-pre,-licensingphase, 'the.Department'intends to
o-X-.corffinue ad -,to -intensify1its}nteractions with Rthe NRC -in order
to i-educe ,the" nutber of unresolved tssues, whichshould enhance
iQ<
f
9confifdenc~~e
~haft theic'enserj~ppl$cati -:,can Kberevieved tin three
9'-year8 , as
in th Natld$or
clear.Waste Policy Act. e80me DOE
thoughts ire offered-'later on how the NRC/DOE interactions can be

improved. v--,
1.1.5.2

'

Schedule for the MRS facility

'

The -:eference,.schedule,,fo -the :MRS facility -assumes that a
:-site
wi~il tr'ob)tai'rdd 'through,-the efforts of the Nuclear Waste
f jorD
Segotlatvo'r and that ^,hie .statutory .-inkages,-specified
ithe.,
r;
;NNudlear Wa¢.,te
licy''- Amendments-_Act -,between the'MRS:'faclity and
A'-t1he.repository'are modified. ffUnder these a'ssumptions, it is
*~'-'<ces'timated that'waste acceptance at an.N RSWite
"could begin, on a
^:'' limited.basia, as .early ,s January 1-9981and a full-bapabllity
-MRS facility. thatyAwould store spent fuel-as neededLt for ",
subseqtent>. fhipment ,to the repository,:would be-available'in the
',

-4

year 2ob0.

-

-,

*~-If-

&s 1cannot b

,'

; e d~through thetNeotiitor buti--$s
bthed.thohte

:
tI`rbgh'--a D-dii-rected siting process- and-the current
U-itatutory
~nkages. are modified, it is estimated that about 2
,:--t'>^more ~years "wbuld be added, wi;th the' full-bcapability MRS facility
^'r S startin'g'-operatibousii
nf2002. -- I he current' statutory linkages*'
to' the 'repoiitorjy are maii.ntained, an'additional delay of 5 years
would result, with startup, estimated at 2007. fo'the--fuil-m
capability MRS facility. 'K is discussed later, the Department
*
intends to.pursue an. initiative-aimed at modifying'.t.ielinkages.
.seiecte&

1'

-

t

A

P

There.eaa x~bi t
of pproaches-'Ve ared considerfihig to
' e%&eP¢iten
ufpuel ,acceptance at rthe MRS ficilityk.' One'ay is
. -to starit. rperations -with the use -oftransportable storage casks.
.~ <the~eci ks,- xoili-be loaded Atthexeaictor.site, ?Uzsed ~to
7.trandSP
-;ht' spent'fuel ,to,;the MRS.-sitei-and.also'se'dtb'
peo? evtvemtorar -ytorageat
ttheiSRS site. ?he stme casks, might
then be u'sed f-nr.transpor-ttPn of spent -fuel to `thie'repository
once.it'it
ava Iable.-, If this,,approach were -implemented 'it would
requie :RC:' cFitfibatio'n of, the Alesign of
`th0
icasks uinder'the
r -stipnspprtsadion.
xeguIiitiowns
2.0, CFR uSart -71.andr brs'o to license
-the$s
Sti.
rageunder: 2.0 CYPa:t'2.v
r
evtib of. these
ij;;C
on
ibl, s"is neeidedto ensure compatibilUir tnd:5 toee if
'~thW^ hi~nsSng process could-be strehlined. .vThe" Departient is
ex"m&P in4'4
b
er of -options for expediting:-spient fuel-'V"-'
* ccepO.ce,,at- theM.RS facility.r: Key to acceptantcein 199 will
-. rbe e
dited13lcens'ng of the-simplest possible MRS'facility.
-Agith; Sur.p ans mature,,ve will discuss the variobs .
-in

'

-

*appro&Ches

,we'.are *6onsider
-<

ngwith

5

the NRC.

1.1.6

NUCLEAR WASTE NEGOTIATOR

The Secretary is working in close cooperation with the White
House to. facilitate-the appointment of the nuclear Waste
Negotiator as provided for in the Amendments ct.
The Negotiator
is expected to provide valuable assistance iisiting
the MRSX
facility and facilitating the repository program.
1. 2
1.2.1

SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN
SITE ACCESS

An important factor in the near-term plans for scientific
investigations at Yucca Mountain is the willingness. of the State
of Nevada to process -the DOE applications for environmentala,
permits-. However, on November 1,- 1989, the State Attorney General
issued an opinion that the State4 had disapproved the 'sitete within
-the meaning of Section 115 of' the Nuclear Waste.Policy Act and
that State agencies considering environmental permits should
disregard such applications from DOL. While cooperation and
- direct negotiation-with the State of Nevada is the preferred.
approach to expediting scientific investigations, -the Department
will pursue all available options to facilitate the timely
-determination of site suitability. Accordingly" the Secretary
--has requested-that the Department of Justice initiate litigation

to declare Nevada's actions invalid.' Furthermore,

the Department

-is hopeful that'the permitting process could be expedited through
the efforts of the Negotiator once he or she is appointed.'
1.2.2 -DELAY IN SHAFT CONSTRUCTION
-As mentioned before, the Department has decided-to focus
initially on surface-based testing aimed specifically at

evaluating whether the site has any features -or' conditions so
adverseto performance that the site would not likely be able to
meet the DOE's and NRC's requirements and'would therefore.not be
suitable for a repository. Accordingly, the construction of
exploratory shafts is delayed until at least 1992.
This will
allow the Department to carefully reevaluate, in accordance with
all applicable quality assurance and NRC requirements, the
locationschosen for the two exploratory shafts, the method

chosen (drilling and blasting or mechanical mining) for the
construction of. the. shafts, the means of access (ramps or shafts)
to the repository- horizoni''the' need for additiazal-exploratory
drifts,, and the design of-the shafts and othei bomponents of the
exploratory, shaft facility. Concerns reg'ardinifthjsthaft,location and designs have come from the NRC staff, wh1le the
suggestions. to. reconsider the means of access, the.shatt
construction method, and the need for additional drifts came from
the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board. Due to this
reevaluation effort, it is not expected that detailed design of
6

I

the exploratory shaft facility can start-until at least in early
,;

tDEFERRAL OF 4AbiORSITE-BSPECIFIC bSIGN ACTVITIES:

1.2

'~

rMa'jor;:a'ctivities reiated to thtedesign ot -a.repository at
4,*~the-Yucc& ~oiinta'in
~
ite, and'the as i package. re being deferred.
ThDe Dbjectiveit.istolpioceed with surface-based tests Iorlevidence
riz.j. of ;Site-%n~t~nsulttytya-dndtoOploceede~dwwthhdeesign,
if
,::
appropriate'.. This ;apprbach will ccinserve .,resources,,and:- allow the
. Delrtaent tbtcoficentratej ts efforts on: scientific
i i'vestigations
.-
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ELESTOREAGE' ,

-

.

its Novre'mberI 1,l989S:eport .to.the-on ress, the MRS

e':Revi6vCCommisiiiron found that'itcumulatively the advantages of an
r MRfi~would justify'thebuil~ding oif'.antMRS ifh:h(l)--herp
oere.no

-'z linkjages between-the 1KRS ind the repository

(2). the NRSVcould be
c.onstructed atan -early diate;.and. (3)the opening of the's.
kepohitory',Vere delayed considerablybeyond Lits presently'
scheduled date -of pperation.".,:,The'. RS 'evie-w-.,Commission,* recommended that th'eaCodngress authorize the construction of-a
Federal Emergency AStorage facility-with,-a-.capacity.,limit of 2,000
metric tons of iraniuum; authorize the construction of a User-Funded Interim Ftorage facility withya capacity limit of .5,000
metric tons''urniii
d
econsid`r the need for additional
: sinterim stbragein- theyear2b00.`. Thus, the Departmentandthe
d !. MS RevieV --Commfsion agree'a6 to-the nepessity for a-facility
'that would provide ptorage.before permanent geologic-disposal,
7
Vb
sediffernon`the
Iut
storage capacity.,reguki ed and,the.,,
b£thtlpiriprte f
tir
m
aq
r.e

r rvghe Departmeni consider that an integral.
rrfacility is
cr-itic~lst - a'chieving-timely acceptance of spent fuel and to
meeting other strategic,,objectives B,
sucbtas- timely .disposal,
- sco~d~ilietco
eiince,atWdsys'tem
yiexib'Zity,'-.tl.
Tepartment
r<t'eb'6Wnes ?thatdth& ~anta'ges of 4he.!RS facility vould 4be more
"i -fully45.eaied 'f thiei'nkages "to the repository..were modified.
The . Departtent rfas aalo expressed -preference for an JMRS -facility
L ;' 0ited -throigh tie 'efforts of the ,Vegotiator,_ «especially if, these
siting negotiitions lead -to mcdi
The iiyortance of an-AntegraI. MRS facility to-.thae"wasteiifuaemet i55tem- i ;underscorbep,4by schedul d ys . and the'
- iiceiuisies fri~erentjih:he development.-f a geologic .x
,i (f#epoositorj.'
i~lreadyksiated,
. an ~1RS
acilty¢,could'start
1o6efitioMs'as{ early..as
is^ a cey .omponpnt inthe
,and
:'.'Lti~ategy Ic

building c6fidencqe in th.e program, .

Accordingly, the.Departmentis -purpuing peveral.courses of
;'-a tion',that we belie
recconclusions
of the
{}'

"

,

t

*
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,:of
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MRS Review Commission. First, the Department will work with the
Congress to modify current linkages and constraints on the MRS
facility. The Amendments Act prohibits the selection of an MRS
site through a DOE- directed site-survey process until the
repository site is selected. However. the Amendments Act allows
for expedited siting to proceed via the Negotiator. AHow rapidly
a negotiated MRS facility'can come on'line and howvmuch spent
fuel it can store gill depend on the negotiated-agreement, which
must be approved by Congress. , In principle a negotiated-'::
agreement represents'&n
effective way of developing the-facility
and should allow the MRS advantages to be nore fully realized.
Moreover, a negotiated site could address the institutional
issues earlier and more completely than were -it to be- associated
with a siting process directed by the'DOE. The Department will
be ready to do whatever is necessary to help the Negotiator to
respond quickly to- offers from potential volunteer states, -to'
ensure' that the progra>m can be 'adapted, with minimum cost and'
delay,- and to gain approval by the Congress. However, because
there is no assurance that, the Negotiator will be successful, the
Department' is considering proceeding with DOE-initiated-MRS
siting in coordination with the Negotiator efforts, subject to
the constraints'of'the-NucElear Waste Policy Act.

2. PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMET

SINCE DECEMBER

,98-

'.We Will now''provide a brief overview of program,accomplishments'since'the last briefing by the Acting Director,
OCRWHI0P to the Commission on December 20, 1988. On December 28,
1988 the Department of Energy published, and- submitted to the'
Commission for review and comment, the Site, Chqracterization Plan
for the Yucca Mountain"site-i as required by'othe Nuclear Waste
Policy Act, as amended. This plan provides the framework for the
surface-based testing and underground investigations-needed to
assess the suitability of the site Doria geologic repository.
In February, -'1989, DOE subimitted the.ES. TItle i pepign

Acceptability Anal'ysis''(DAA) to complement t.
Site Chaiacterization Plan 'for Yucca-Mountain. - The DU was prepared as part of
technical
a
assessment review ofthe EST, and in response to a
suggestion-made by the NRC staff in November 1988, that it would
constitute an acceptable approach for demonstrating the
acceptability of the ES? Title I design.
-

On July 31, 1989, the- NRC published its. Site'Characterization-Analysis (SCA)'.
The'"SCA included two- objections',t133
comments,- and 62 questions&.
The, two obje tionsa concerned' (1) the
Quality Assurance'program,' and -(2) the design. control process
applicable to the ZSP -Titl'e I design. DOE has, 'an active program

underway to resol.Wtliese concerns.
In the QA area, -the
OCRWM QA Requirements
and QAProgram Description" Document and 'the Yucca Mountain Project QA
-Document

8

K)
Requirements Document have --been accepted by:.DOE. and NRC. The
Quality Assurance
gram Mlans of-the contractors participating
-inathe Yucca Mountain site characterization (F&S, H&N, REECO,
"sINML'LALSGS;, And LANL)` have been accepted by DOE-and NRC; the
_VLAfitIpiementtion of ill ofthese plans .with*the'exception of LAKL
js.-;
Y~jhas 'been audited by DOE-aid found acceptabe -.The NRC-staff has
S .
e'witnesswe~d'these,
-di'.ts ,"has
'issued,their, evaluations forvthe
- ~ audits oonducted o;
c
&Sa.'H&N9NL,.nd LLNL,,andis evaluatizg
their observations or the- remainder. LANL will be scheduled for
,
a re-audit in-the near future. The qualification ..
audits for the
rr'^*- .Mduntain-Project Office and'OCRWH are7currently scheduled
fo
.r andu uine, 9y,,
990- respec'ively.While -the7Department
.i."still
ohasome wo
Lo o
inthis^area-as-noted-above,:progress
thas been-made
-o 4,'afully. ualified-QA program.' New-site
'

av

,ffcharacterizatiWon",iil

'not'!

Yiinitiated until the gquality-

.:,'''srau6e-for 'lhaS
Ctivity is in place.
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'andPC.staffshatve
tet
'meveral
times-durin ''the
last year to dis6cussthi PSF design control process. - The DOE has
*"Invited the
s:aff to observe -C
the-'ESF TitleFII. design process
: at several xeviwVpoints . We have found this kind -of prelic ii sn~g'coopeirative .working relationship.highly.Fbeneficial'to
bfothi'partieslin the past,--and encourage.its-.continuation -inthe
-fut
urei.,
r1
k
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AIn addition,;.tothe .two objections, the SCA 'included a number
".' -ol-.other
comment's .- Jany of them will be addressed in later
:-reports, such 'as the6Site Study Plans ,-Others will be'addressed
2 i'-'Ththe ESF 'Ltlej6I design.-SomeIwill
bezsubjects for discussion
in bpen techical 'interactions. In any case, theDepartment is
considering each one of them in the course of its design and site
characterization activities. .- As has been agreed to By the NRC
-andDOE staffs, the Sit e Study TlansiaretsUbmitted to. the1i-RC. for
..
*-.,
review, anddcomment.- .Ei ht ptudy, plans, have been- sent'.to' the- NRC
abda tWo havebeeriacc;epted and4completed the.UEC- 8tart.-Work
Revie6wV. Vhih- indicates thatfthe ptaff hasmno objection-.to 'DOE
,..,'sproqeedwing'.eth
jetudies. :A:Detailed Technical'Review by
'Z"-~.e11 in pKogresss-on'thes -two study plans.

Depatfent ihas'also received comments ;on'the Site
,t'-Characteritation PIan''from theState.of-Nevada.& Although their
,c~omenSWererebi,.di~bstn~itll after
public
-potm, ent beriod" the-Department:s reviewing,:;the..extended
and is'careflly
*
'co~sderingf
their- comments. ont.generalkr-thec.Nevadi comments
.,een. :oufid.-tb 'epmit.ato jthose of .the NRC staff ..cThe'.
Ddpgrltment U "also
ssec eivedq pommentsionitthe SCP:from'-the:Edison
pect1rAc Znstitut (tEI) epresenting *thenuclear utilities, as
..
. 6sorfg
fro
vernmentagencies -and from private-cititens.
.. 'tAll
,$ese 'Womments arebeing(carefully reviewed by"therDOEstatf.
r-.Thi
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ba.ve

,

The'~ublear 'ate
Wlast'ey*'olicy
'
Amendments Act-create
-cetete
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Waste Tecinical Review Board (TRB), which consists of a Pull
Board and various panels covering specific technical areas.
Since their establishment, the Department has-made approximately
10 presentations to both the Board and its Panels. These have
been in-depth technical presentations, sometimes lasting several
days.
The NRC staff has observed. some of those meetings- and, the
Department. suggests that they do so more frequently to augment
their understanding of the DOE program.
.
: The Technical Review Board has recommended more extensive
underground exploratory drifting than had been planned for the
initial-period of 'site characterization.
In addition, the:
Geotechnical Panel has recommended' the use of tunnealboring
machines for the construction of underground openings in the
repository block, and the evaluation of alternate exploratory
shaft construction techniques. The TRB alsb urged the Department
to consider replacing one of the exploratory shafts with a ramp,
and to raise-bore the, other shaft in order to minimize
disturbance of the repository block. The-Department is presently
evaluating .all these recommendations, and has underway a more
detailed study of the ESF 'alternatives. Since the Department's
plans had been strongly influenced by the NRC's regulatory
requirement for minimal disturbance-of the repository block,
these evaluations will consider excavation and testing with
regard to satisfying information needs, regulatory concerns, and
the waste isolation capabilities of the site 7 In addition to
these TRB recommendations, the NRC staff, the 'Advisory Committee
on Nuclear Waste, EEI, and the State of Nevada have suggested'
extensive surface-based exploration prior to underground
excavations.
With respect to interactions between the- 4RC and DOE, there
-have been approximately 45 over the ltast year', including
interactions with the Commission, ACNW, and the Staff, and,
coveting several areas of interest to 'both agencies. The '.
Department has-worked with the NRC staff, to establish three
general.types-of interactions:
technical meetings, technical
exchanges, and site visits. During technical meetings the staffs
discuss the respective positions of the two agencies.and
agreements may be reached and'action items and/or commitments
taken. Technical meetings were held during the, past year on
topics such as the-ESP design'control, quality assurance, and
tectonics
Technical exchang*5§i&re' the mechanism 'for,.,openly
discussing the-views of our respectlve'technical'stAffs to come
to a better technical understandinqg'of a particular subject
matter, but no official positions 'ati takien or agriement'
reached. Technical excha~nges were heldduring -the past year on
topics such as substantially compIete';eontainment, vaste
container materials, a series of tectoiic-s'isues, a'nd 10 CFR 60
flowdown to DOE requirements documents. Site visits provide a
forum for the NRC staff to view first hand the characteristics of
the site or a particular activity.4 Site visits were held during
10

* * the
past year
on topics.such as.volcanism, prototype-core
drilli-iiijtectonics.and hydrology. We have found all these
different type(rQf Af teractibns.-to be quite usefulsto-the
-preogam. tFurthbrmbbe, the State of Nevada..and the-unit 'cf local
'aI-vbermient haveralwayc
beion
inInvted to.attend and participate in
F
*t
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^'.w;I. S Ing th~sdlsprel ensin47peijd t at ha' now extended t

the

yeatt'2001 for!th6 repository, the Department believes there is a
unique -pportunity anq Ehallenge for bdth the Commission and the
-D~~~pa~~tment,
an~~~~
D&Pror * tnt.
at -_for-adTth
matter,_ all the stakeholders in the

-.'ifStited4inply^,there i6,a.eedfor a fresh look-at- ther
;^.ktegulatory framework in the program. The iact that:we both must
tace s -that neither the Department :nor,the Commission has ever
,lbcensed a repos tory.,or for that matter predicted the--..,*it' terforman ce bf a facilitylfor.4O0,000
years-into the future.: We
believe thatlif both our agencies are to be successful, the
Department and the Commission must have a prelicensing
relationship that represents the -best that our.respectiveagencies have to offer, namely, the Commission to guide-us in
understanding and interpreting the regulatory. requirements and
r~otecting th~e health and safety1 f the public, and the>s g-!
*-De6parittent
toit,pleent, with Commissio$n overview' the Scientific
.Y- investigations neededto give us8 al-a-proper understanding of
the'site and $is96uitability- for iplationof the waste;). This
aL imeanso as nbied earlier.
fresh look and .an open and objective
.,-: .develo n"t-of our; preltcensing relationship.r -In.
this'regard,
,--.
henDpar ment has seeral .neariand longer.term'-suggestions,. 1hcludfng an approach toj oint:development of regulatoryi,;-,.-.
<
acriteria,
where appropriatel during this -prelicensing
-hase.of
- _.the program. -This -aproih to.-appropriate jointrdevelopment of
-,'criteria -vis8a
initiative .-on -collaliorative interaction that we
w:v are;j
proosing to ,the Cosiiisionforc-consideration.
I`t will.
e' .equiranc
proach 6rlthis process .that;..willassure
there Is no
<percefved compromie of ~NRC-objectivity by the1publ'ic.. -This will
be discussed-in more detail later (Section 3.3), but in summary
it is an opportunity for experts from.the NRC, 7DOE, Industry, and
others to come together -to develop criteria that are reasonable
and with whi.ch we Wil-,Allbe able to live in-the future.
'-
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power reactors or to independent spent fuel storage facilities,
10 CFR Part 60 lacks a so-called design-bisis accident dose
guideline. The DOE required such a dose guideline to determine
the need for, and the adequacy of, structures, systems, and
components provided to prevent accidents or to mitigate their
A description and analysis of these structures,
consequences.
systems, and components is to be included in the safety analysis
report for the repository.
The absence of the dose guideline
creates uncertainty about how adequacy, is to be established.
~The Department plans to petition the Commission to establish such
a dose guideline by -rule. The petition will -propose that the
accident-dose guideline be a 5-rem effective dose equivalent.
This guideline would apply to any individual at the boundary of a
newly defined "preclosure control area" at any time until the
repository is permanently closed. ,The proposed guideline' is
generally consistent with the NRC accident'dose guidelines-for
similar activities. Discussions have been held with the NRC
staff and the proposal has been presented to'the Advisory
Committee odr Nuclear Waste, generally with favorable reception.
The petition will be sent to the Commission in the very near
future.

3.1.2

EMERGENCY PLANNING

The Department understands that the NRC s'planning a.
rulemaking on. emergency planning criteria'for the repository.
These criteria will be needed for the design of the repository,
and the Department -agrees that the rulemaking' 'process-is the
-appropriate vehicle for th'is purpose.
The Department recommends
that the rule generally adopt the criteria contained'in the final
rule on emergency preparedness'(54 FR 14051), published April 7,
1989, for certain fuel cycle facilities and other radioactive
material licensees, licensed under Parts 30, 40,; and 70, because
the facilities licensed under those Parts are of the same general
kind as the geologic repository. These type! of facilities are
not a nuclear-fueled;power generating station''and do not pose the
same risk to the public, so that'evacuation plans and drills are
It is suggested that conforming amendments be
not, required.
issued by rule for Part 60 as well as for Part-72. -3.1.3

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EPA STANDARD

The EPA recently released a working'draft of'the proposed
revised standard for the disposal of transuranic and bigh-level
waste (40 CFR Part 191), and' the NRC staff.has recommended a
process to the Commission which will' result in an'am'endment that
will conform Part 60 to the EPA standard.
tW9 agree that such an
amendment is needed. However, the Department tthderstands'that
the commission is considering proceeding in parallel with the EPA
schedule for promulgation of the EPA standard. This is of
concern to the Department because it may result in two different
standards that could lead to potential regulatory uncertainties.
12
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T-TOPICS REQUIRING ADDITIONAV; CONSIDEATION
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regulatory strategy 'paper, SECY-8f-285

:'.:1deiitiied- steyeral topics that the Department agrees require
regulatory action 'but which .it believes'are otore appropriate.for
,NRC,-regulatory
guides .orDOE topical repoits Iathervthan;,;rulematpgsO
o'r that need .to-be consiidere
iurther before.
n-deciding w4baher -rulemaking is approprijtt.
fThe
ePj
nt
provided. cofments-,to the 'Commistion in'thip'regard inla letter
(RBsteltns:POE~to R.DBrowning) dite'd
CR,
n9 hugul8,989.u: CFR
60 the
ARC
4eliberately provided arzegulationet at is generally
not prescriptive, recognizing that a repository has never..been
- built .:and-operated-before.'
Thei Department agrees ful-ly with that
philosophy. ThIs is not the time to reverse it.
*he Department
*.-,!belie~vaesit~is6.prudent to retain the flexibility to propose
'

.r,^Wi

-Ialtaerpatiye

pproaches to demonstrating compliance v

e-

!

W
regulations).rather than beingoieuired-to^ meet ncifie
Ainterpretattins:established by^ru1e aLtihid tie"
inethe'
.
f.iexploratory!-stage of.-.compliance.-cAse^indicated
tarier
1 some of
-the uncerta.nties. associated with demonstratrig compliance with
requirements that-span.several.thousadsof-'Vears-into'jthe future
* mike zit~unrealistic to -issues
be able to close 'on-certain
until
; r
*w{.e.
ha.vesa better.-understanding*;of-the'site' har'acteristics..r The
Department,..therefore,-suggests that fuathervdiicussions be held
-^
*o4', the need forzrulemskibg-on these tbiics and thit-;'anic ,#Ilterpnatve approachorapproacheb be evaluated.
:j
'7l'-

,.2.2.

,-AMPLWFICATION 'OF -REGULTORY-E1RMS
<-- :"

.

Xn fparticular, ..the Department's concern here is with
the NRC staff's plans to use rulemaking to provide further.
amplification of the following.terms"-in-the:NRC regulations:._
"anticipated and unanticipated processes and eventstm "disturbed
.pnez.n".
g
6substantial1y -complete containmeeit," -and -"pre-wasteri
sround-water traveltime..U
'emplacement
ir'qbeiieve_.that
it $s
- rt'mroceed
u s nn
fto rulemaking on these
4op)Acsa ,
better.Approach cwould -be to let the'definitions evolve
tWaswe move -forward ir "ur sciontificinvestigationsind- aarn
Smore
n
tabout'~the site.r
Inin.viev- f
cbf"t
-c
exit'yof the toncepts
to which these terms pertain, any'ijuttboy Zirection for their
interpretation. wouldrequire considerable discuisaon, especially
.-.to clarify. itn:detaill the various, crcuristnces for the use of the
Fpubject =aterihk,;- seing a formal pr6c-ess T orjpromulgating',rit*.refultto~y regdirement6,>rulemakilig is
nappropriate for --:-:4expounding nuances in the meanings of specific termsJ The
resultant rule may not provide the flexibility needed to address
the variety of circumstances that-bay -be encounteredn-iithe.
repository program.
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5zXnLcontrast, a DOE topical teport'- for exampei, orb '
*epproaches .developedgunder- a=prboce~ss siti~r
o: that Xused to
-develop industry. stafidard,' &nd after having been reviewed and
pi
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accepted by the NRC, would contain the needed guidance, provide
the needed flexibility, and require considerably less in the way
of resources. While draft NRC staff technical positions have
already been issued for three of these topics, the Department
does not believe that such staff guidance or rules are
appropriate in these cases. In addition, the-Department has_
specific concerns- on these draft positions and has submitted
comments, some of which will be discussed below. If the NRC
staff chooses. to, develop Iguidance in these areas, the Department
prefers such guidance to be in the form of regulatory guides,
because of the more rigorous internal review process.
3.2.2

METHOD FOR DEMONSTRATING COMPLIANCE WITH EPA STANDARDS

NRC' s strategy paper indicates that NRC plans a rulemaking
on the topic of demonstrating compliance with the*EPA standards.
The Department feels that this topic does'not requiie a4-,',''

rulemakizg.because 10-CFR Part 60 will-be revised to reflect the
-EPA Ystandards. Furthermore, the Department feels that a DOE
topical report or other guidance document would be a better
vehicle for addressing specific methods for demonstrating
.
compliance. A prescriptive methodology might be too restrictive
and, at this point in the program, might limit alternative means
of demonstrating compliance with the standard. The Department
appreciates any guidance the staff might recommend, but also :
recommends that such guidance not be codified-in the regulation.
In addition, the Department suggests that certain regulatory
requirements that may be overly restrictive and conservative when
compared to the EPA standard, such as the subsystem performance
objectives, be made regulatory guidance instead.

3.2.3

.

ENGINEERED BARRIER SYSTEM.

The Department believes it would be particularly useful to
allow credit for an improved engineeredybarrier system (EBS) in
the regulatory analysis to show compliance with the EPA total
system performance standard. Specifically, credit should be
allowed for the waste package for-a life greater than 1000 years.
While it is understood that the present waste package performance
requirements in 10 CFR Part 60 could be subject to varying
interpretations,.it appears that they preclude such a
consideration. As stated earlier, it is premature to provide
such prescriptive subsystem requirements until- such time as we
learn more~.about the capabilities of the entire waste:-isolation
system, particularly the site.
.
3.2.4

CONTENT OF LICENSE APPLICATION

Part 60 outlines the information the NRC staff believes is
needed to determine whether the construction authorization for a
repository and the license to receive and possess radioactive
waste should be granted. Obviously, the regulation does not.
14

'provide detailed annotation. Since the detailed regulatory
guidance'for the-cofiteit-o'f the' license, application is likely to
be extensive, the Department recommends 'roviding it in a
regulatory guide rather, than by rulemaking. ,The regulatory
:approachhas Gbeen'successfully-uted 't6provi4 guidance~for guide
+ -lidense applications of huclear.facilities-,and wexrecommendthe
the
gv ~same
approach fbr the, rebsit'ory,-'-Xn fact, as you,)now,;the NRC

rsta-ff~i5 presently-devloping uch
repogitory;",gud
- .2.5 '"GRKTER-THAW.CL0A9Sm-C WASTE
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regulatory quidefor the
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The 'evision t
`O-rCFR; Part 61 -recognizes that,
to
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Pdlicg.Amendments Act according
of
1985,
' -the Department h6s the 6tatutorytautority to ,selet -the-method
2the

forl the disposal of greater-than-Class-C (GTCC)

low-lvel,

waste.
Alternative disposal options are Presently being evaluated-vt
- , DevelopmenVt of. -the cririra' for disposal -is
one of the'atory
activities onCwhich DOE, NRC, bnd.otiers could rork
more closely
together to formulate future regulatory guidance. For example,
prior to the NRC proposing rulemakingon-thezcriteria
.GTCC
waste disposil, a.group of- iaste disposal experts from for
-the,
Federal government, industry, and State could be put together to
would'erve to support 'a potential
L- -xrulemaking In- the futtre, ,1 it Vere determined
:!j'nedded.j; Thii guidanc. and eventuially the regulation, wouldl.that-twas
-'include -- critetia
r
for the' containment-of the waste in-a facility,
'-ileA ;w:
suggested
"'-ss
Oethods
$nc~uding -of packging- for emplacementrin a
, isposal'faUility bf-handling releases from the package,'and for
-.stabilization.'
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There*-are -seyezaI `qjher,6reas ,of concern the -Departmeht 12'
would-likeo-t6"address.
- tift, the-tecbiical
onesi.-4
3.2.6."f
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Mi3fnit'ton of An<£cipated-'irocesses and 'Evyents4X
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>*Part '6O d&etirWn
natural- processes 'nd

1anti~ipa ted'rocesses
,nd events as "those
events
atht'are reasonably likely -to occur
- :eduring" the period
*he intendednberforeance objective must- be
achieved."'
~is"beady mentioned, the VRC staff'B 'nterpretation
-of"thits efhnition is included Un'a draft technical position and
K-is planned toibebome
part f, a propose' xOalemaking action. The
Department'i itroiiny dis
'ith theistiff's interpretation of
Vrees
the regulation,
.

-

.

.

Quatern~t£--&vety
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"4.

which wo Id .drequirethe DOE"to:consider any
t-atEi~,--any event--that has occurred in the

past 1.8 million years--as being anticipated.,' Considering the
span of the waste-iAolation peripd kwhich -isonthe order of
rlo0;O `yeaisbth&7 Department finds this interpretation
"unreasonable. Here-again, the DOE, NRC, and others might.work
together toIformuate future regulatory quidance.'
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3.2.6.2
-

Application to repository of criteria from 10 CFR 100
~~AR~bndix A

The NRC staff hais proposed, in a draft technical position,
the use of 10 CPR 100, Appendix A, "Seismic and Geologic Siting
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," for the geologic repository.
In the Department's opinion, the criteria may be useful in
screening reactor sites, but they are inappropriate for. a
repository. The response of a complex above-ground rigid
structure, like a reactor building, to the energy from a seismic
event is completely different from the response expected from a
deep underground facility, and the safety risks.are quite
different. Nor is it appropriate for the surface-fuel handling
facilities of the repository, when one considers the relative
* .risks associated with a reactor as compared to a repository
Moreover, the methodology in Appendix A is not considered-to be
present state-of-the-art.
The seismic design of the repository
-should be addressed in a continuing dialogue between the NRC and
DOE. staffs, industry, and State.
3;2.6.3

Schedule for the Licensing Sup ort System

The LSS Administrator has proposed actions supporting the
early-development of the LSS. The Department generally agrees
with overall approach, such as the development of a prototypical
LSS, and the identification of priorities for document categories
to -input in the system. The Department,_ consistent with budget
limitations, will work closely with the LSS Administrator to have
the LSS developed at the earliest possible time to-ensure the
system will be ready to support the repository licensing process
when it is needed. As indicated in the Supplementary Information
accompanying the final negotiated rule on LSS (10 CFR Part 2,
Subpart J), issued on April 14, 1989, a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) between the.NRC and.DOB toidelineate
responsibilities for system development and operation and to
specifically identify the relationship between the LSS
Administrator and the DOE needs to be prepared asia first
priority. This MOU should also establish the general process by
which document backlog will b~e controlled prior to system
availability. Presently, OCRWM has in place a records management
system to capture the records developed in this program, A
subset of these' records will eventually be input to the-LSS.

To

the extent practicable, we have assured that the computerized
:index is compatible with the expected LSS indexing scheme.
3.2.6.4

Resources Available to the Advisor, Committee onNuclear Waste
;

The constructive criticism of the Advisory Committee on
Nuclear Waste has been helpful and beneficial to the program, and
their comments have been appreciated. The Department is
concerned, however, that the Committee does not have the
16
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resources to review,. usually on shortrnoticep the extepsive

reports' gen''kated ini`ur -program , suck'as tie eight-vplume Site
Characterization 'Plans the very detailed Study Plans, and the
feltt}future
topical repor'ts.-During the.recent SCP and SCA reviews,
: &ithe~te-mbers-ah'd the :ebpart consultants avhilable to the Committee
4 z~si dejended' primarili on9>Rc sataff.;rief$9nsi ^a practice',which
f.rr~~t..Qlimi~ their akili$ty-'to-:reive sephratean'independentidetailed
briefings of the DOE work by the DOE staff and its contractors.
We believe that because of the competence and regulatory
perspective of the ACNW, these interactions can be beneficial to
both the NRC and the DOE in providing a more comprehensive
perspective of the issues.
3.3

INITIATIVE ON COLLABORATIVE INTERACTION

As indicated earlier, the Department believes that we both
have a unique opportunity here to take a fresh look at the
regulatory framework for this program, and have suggested that
our staffs continue to work closely together to reach a better
understanding of such framework. As we all know, the technical
challenges that this program has to offer are not simple ones.
However, we believe that the program as a whole has the requisite
expertise to overcome these hurdles. Rather than proceeding down
separate paths and potentially diverging, we think that it is
time to start using our collective resources more effectively to
work towards a common end goal. Consequently, the Department
proposes an initiative for collaborative interaction that would
not only involve our two staffs, but would also bring in the
expertise from other Federal agencies, the nuclear industry, the
Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board, the ACNW, the State of
Nevada, and others. For example, a group of waste disposal
experts from these organizations could come together to prepare a
draft document, similar to the approach used for the development
of a technical standard by a national standards committee (e.g.,
ANSI, ANS, ASME, etc.). This is an approach that has been used
effectively throughout the nuclear industry and has been quite
successful in European countries. This joint effort would
include the development of technical and regulatory criteria as
well as interpretation of regulations.
We firmly believe that such a process will allow all of us
to take full advantage of the prelicensing consultation period
and that it will contribute significantly to developing a better
understanding amongst all parties of the technical/regulatory
issues with which we will all have to deal during the licensing
process.
4.

CONCUSION

The Department of Energy asks the Commission's continued
cooperation and support as the site characterization and other
elements of the repository program outlined by the Secretary are
17

implemented. The Department specifically solicits the
Commission's help in resolving th. issues raised here.andsrequests that careful consideration be given-to<.our initiative on
collaborative interaction. The Department alsqoasks for the
- - Commission's.support for MRS and transportation .trategies-that
; are disigned.to satisfy beQ increasing need for timely, spent fuel
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FIGURE 1.

REFERENCE SCHEDULE FOR RESTRUCTURED PROGRAM *
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